The proposal is another easy task, but be
careful not to confuse it with a report! The
purpose of a proposal is to persuade the reader
to do something. Make sure you follow the
structure in this recipe, and use lots of
persuasive language from the ingredients!

INGREDIENTS
INTRODUCTION
1) Introduce the context of the wri�ng
2) Explain the purpose of the proposal. Paraphrase
the informa�on from the ques�on.
FUNCTIONAL LANGUAGE: EXPLAINING SITUATION
Narra�ve tenses + passive structures are useful to
explain the current situa�on.
FUNCTIONAL LANGUAGE: FUTURE FORMS
Use modals of specula�on to talk about how the
proposal could affect the future situa�on
WOULD/COULD/MIGHT/MAY + INFINITIVE / BE + ADJ
STATISTICS are an important element of a proposal,
and can help your wri�ng seem more genuine.
A ques�onnaire / survey was conducted amongst +
group...
The vast majority of people/a�endees...
A large percentage of...
A significant number of...
Around half of the...
Less than half of the...
A handful of...
A small frac�on of...
Hardly any...
REPORTED SPEECH can be used to express people’s
opinions
STATISTIC PHRASE + PERSON + REPORTING VERB
COMMENTED
CLAIMED
ARGUED
STATED
SAID
REPORTED
FELT
BELIEVED

EXPRESSING OPINION
There is no doubt that...
Clearly...
Arguably...
… is undeniable
… is vital
This report’s posi�on is...
INTRODUCING BULLET POINT / A
NUMBERED LIST
The main reasons for this are...
...for the following reasons...
The key strengths men�oned were...
The main problems / issues given
were...
CLEFT SENTENCES
What + verb phrase + be + clause
It + be + noun phrase + clause
NEGATIVE INVERSIONS
Nega�ve adverb + auxiliary + subject +
clause
Not only + auxiliary verb + subject +
clause, but also + clause
MIXED CONDITIONALS
If + past perfect + would + infini�ve
If + past + would have + past par�ciple
INTRODUCING RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that...
It is suggested that...
We should think about...ing
We recommend...ing
It is essen�al that...

Recipe for a great C1 Proposal
AN INFORMATIVE TITLE
Proposal for a community centre
INTRODUCTION
Local residents have been commen�ng for a long �me that
our are would be improved if we had a library. This proposal
will outline why a library is the best use of the money
provided by the local businesses, and the benefits it would
have on the community.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Finish your proposal with a sec�on that paraphrases the proposal from the
introduc�on, and then explains key benefits / recommenda�ons in bullet
points:
• These can be a good way to organise informa�on in reports/proposals
• You should use two (or three, max.) in these types of wri�ng.
End with a final sentence to give the reader something to think about.

METHOD
1. Read the exam question carefully. Identify the
topic, the question, and the style (formal).
2. Decide on the subject of the proposal.
Remember that Cambridge never marks yu for
having the correct or incorrect idea.
3. Plan your ideas. Use the information in the
question to decide what your four headings
should be (although introduction and
conclusions and recommendations can be used
in any proposal)
4. Invent statistics to support your ideas. Think
about where you will include these in the
writing task.
5. Select some ambitious language from the
ingredients to include in your writing, and
think about how you can adapt the opening
and closing paragraphs.
6. Slowly and carefully write your proposal,
making sure that you are writing in an
appropriate formal style. Try to avoid using
the first person as much as possible.
7. Read the exam question again. Have you
included all the necessary information?
8. Write a simple and informative title.
9. Check your work carefully for your typical
mistakes. This will take about 5 minutes.
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